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The EU Audiovisual Media Services Directive  

and its transposition into national law –  

a comparative study of the 27 Member States 

www.medialaw.lu  

Important Notice 

This text is an unofficial translation conducted at the University of Luxembourg in the 

framework of a research project on the transposition of the “Audiovisual Media 

Services Directive” in the Member States of the European Union.  

The original legal acts which Member States notified to the European Commission as 

national execution measures were retrieved from official national databases. In order 

to focus on the core of the research project, several national legal acts have been 

shortened to include only those provisions of relevance for the study. Subsequently, 

the modified acts were translated by a translation agency external to the university.  

This document contains a synopsis in the form of a table displaying the national 

legislation aside the Directive. It merely serves to illustrate differences and similarities 

in wording. Therefore, it cannot be guaranteed that the comparisons are absolutely 

correct and in accordance with the intentions of the Member States.  

The translations only serve the purpose of being an information source; there is no 

guarantee whatsoever that the translations correctly correspond to the original 

versions of the laws. Therefore, evidently, the texts have no legal value. The original, 

as well as the translated version of the legal acts, are available at: www.medialaw.lu, 

where additional information on the comparative study may be found.  

http://www.medialaw.lu/
http://www.medialaw.lu/
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Member State: Austria 

 

Amendment of the Private Television Act and the Private Radio Act 

 

Official Journal: Bundesgesetzblatt für die Republik Österreich, number: I, 7/2009 

 

 

The Private Television Act and the Private Radio Act were amended on the basis of the 7th 

Federal Act  

The National Council decided: 

 

Article 1 

Amendment of the Private Television Act 

 

The provisions for private television were adopted (Private Television Act - PrTV-G), BGBI. I 

no. 84/2001 on the basis of the Federal Act, which was recently amended as follows by the 

Federal Act BGBl. I No. 52/2007: 

 

1. § 36 including heading reads: 

"Interruption of programmes 

 

§ 36 

 

Art. 20 AVMSD 

(1) In principle, television advertising and 

teleshopping are to be transmitted in blocks 

between different television programmes. 

Isolated advertising and teleshopping spots, 

other than in the transmission of sports 

events, shall remain the exception. 

(2) The restrictions mentioned in Sections 3 

and 4 allow for television advertising and 

teleshopping to be inserted during 

programmes, as long as they do not impair 

the integrity of the programmes, taking into 

account natural breaks, as well as the nature 

and duration of the programme concerned. 

The rights of the copyright holders are not to 

be violated in the process. 

(3). The transmission of films made for 

television (excluding series, serials and 

1. Member States shall ensure, where 
television advertising or teleshopping is 
inserted during programmes, that the 
integrity of the programmes, taking into 
account natural breaks in and the duration 
and the nature of the programme concerned, 
and the rights of the right holders are not 
prejudiced.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The transmission of films made for 

television (excluding series, serials and 
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documentaries), cinematographic works and 

news programmes may be interrupted by 

television advertising and teleshopping once 

for each scheduled period of at least 30 

minutes. The transmission of children’s 

programmes may be interrupted once for 

each scheduled period of at least 30 

minutes, however, provided that the 

scheduled duration of the programme is 

longer than 30 minutes. 

(4) The transmission of religious services 

may not be interrupted by television 

advertising or teleshopping. 

(5) For cable and satellite radio programmes, 

the stipulations, as defined by § 19 Sec. 6 of 

the Private Radio Act apply (PrR-G), BGBl. I 

no. 136/2001. 

documentaries), cinematographic works and 

news programmes may be interrupted by 

television advertising and/or teleshopping 

once for each scheduled period of at least 

30 minutes. The transmission of children’s 

programmes may be interrupted by 

television advertising and/or teleshopping 

once for each scheduled period of at least 

30 minutes, provided that the scheduled 

duration of the programme is greater than 30 

minutes. No television advertising or 

teleshopping shall be inserted during 

religious services. 

 

 

2. § 44 reads: 

 

§ 44 

 

Art. 23 AVMSD  

(1) The duration of advertising and 

teleshopping spots on television may not 

exceed a total of 20 percent, calculated from 

the last full hour period. 

(2) Advertising on the radio may not exceed 

the daily duration of 172 minutes, calculated 

on an annual average with deviations 

allowed of not more than 20 percent per day. 

(3) Not to be included in the maximum 

duration period allowed, are 

1. references by the broadcaster to own 

programmes and ancillary products, derived 

directly from these programmes; 

2. public service announcements; 

3. free of charge charity appeals; 

4. unmarked beginnings and endings to 

sponsorship (patronage) programmes. 

(4) A teleshopping window must last at least 

15 minutes without interruption. It must be 

clearly identifiable optically and acoustically 

as such. 

1. The proportion of television advertising 
spots and teleshopping spots within a given 
clock hour shall not exceed 20 %.  

 

 

 

 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to 

announcements made by the broadcaster in 

connection with its own programmes and 

ancillary products directly derived from those 

programmes, sponsorship announcements 

and product placements. 
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3. § 45 including heading reads: 

"Teleshopping, advertising and self-promotional programmes 

 

§ 45 

 

Art. 25 AVMSD, second sentence 

The provisions to interrupt programmes and 

to determine the duration of advertising and 

teleshopping programmes do not apply to 

programmes that exclusively transmit 

teleshopping and advertising or to self-

promotional programmes that exclusively 

transmit self-promotional advertising. 

This Directive shall apply mutatis mutandis 
to television channels exclusively devoted 
to advertising and teleshopping as well as 
to television channels exclusively devoted 
to self-promotion.  

However, Chapter VI as well as Articles 20 

and 23 shall not apply to these channels. 

 

 

4. § 46 Sec. 2 (2) reads: 

"2. As sponsorship programmes they are unambiguously to be identified through the name, 

the company logo or another symbol of the client, such as a reference to his products or 

services or another correspondingly powerful sign of distinction at the beginning of the 

programme or at its end (beginning and end demarcation)." 

 

 

5. To § 69 the following Sec. 8 is added: 

„(8) §§ 36, 44, 45 and 46 together with the headings contained in the BGBl. no. 7/2009 

entered into force on 1 March 2009." 
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Article 2 

Amendment of the Private Radio Act 

 

The Federal Law, on which basis the provisions for private radio has been adopted (Private 

Radio Act - PrR-G), BGBI. I no. 136/2001, as previously amended by the Federal Law BGBI. 

I no. 169/2004, is amended as follows: 

 

1. In § 19 Sec. 1 the following sentence is added: 

 

§ 19  

 

Art. 23 AVMSD 

Not to be included in the maximum 

permissible period are references by the 

broadcaster to own programmes and 

ancillary materials derived directly from 

these programmes, as well as public service 

announcements, free of charge charity 

appeals and unmarked beginning and end 

demarcations of sponsorship (patronage) 

programmes. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to 

announcements made by the broadcaster in 

connection with its own programmes and 

ancillary products directly derived from those 

programmes, sponsorship announcements 

and product placements. 

 

2. § 19 Sec. 5 (b) (2) reads: 

 

§ 19 Sec. 5 (b) (2) 

 

Art. 10 (1) (c) AVMSD  

2. As sponsorship (patronage) programmes, 

they are unambiguously to be identified by 

the name of the client, or by a reference to 

his products or services or another 

correspondingly powerful sign of distinction 

at the beginning of the programme or at its 

end (beginning and end demarcation). 

[…] 

(c) viewers shall be clearly informed of the 
existence of a sponsorship agreement. 
Sponsored programmes shall be clearly 
identified as such by the name, logo and/or 
any other symbol of the sponsor such as a 
reference to its product(s) or service(s) or a 
distinctive sign thereof in an appropriate way 
for programmes at the beginning, during 
and/or at the end of the programmes.  

[…] 

 

 

3. § 19 Sec. 6 reads: 

 

§ 19 Sec. 6 

 

Art. 20 (2) AVMSD 

(6) The transmission of religious services 

and programmes of religious content may 

2. The transmission of films made for 

television (excluding series, serials and 
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not be interrupted by advertising. News 

programmes may be interrupted by 

advertising once for each scheduled period 

of at least 30 minutes. The transmission of 

children’s programmes may be interrupted 

once for each scheduled period of at least 

30 minutes, provided that the scheduled 

duration of the programme is longer than 30 

minutes. 

documentaries), cinematographic works and 

news programmes may be interrupted by 

television advertising and/or teleshopping 

once for each scheduled period of at least 

30 minutes. The transmission of children’s 

programmes may be interrupted by 

television advertising and/or teleshopping 

once for each scheduled period of at least 

30 minutes, provided that the scheduled 

duration of the programme is greater than 30 

minutes. No television advertising or 

teleshopping shall be inserted during 

religious services. 

 

 

4. To § 33 following Sec. 6 is added: 

"(6) § 19 must be read in the version of the Federal Law BGBI. I no. 7/2009 and entered into 

force on 1March 2009." 

 

 


